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Letter from the Editor
by Jeff Schweitzer

Spring Ahead

Ah, yes, spring is here. With the change
of season comes an explosion of color, a
sense of renewal, and some of the year’s
nastiest weather. In this issue, we examine
thunderstorms in detail in order to learn
how and where they develop, and how to
avoid cumulonimbus at all costs. “Anatomy
of a Thunderstorm” discusses the basic
atmospheric conditions necessary to initiate
and sustain convective activity, and looks
deep inside a thunderstorm to understand the
anatomy of these monsters. “Thunderstorm
Strategies” by Ron Cox offers sound advice
on how to plan around convective activity prior
to departure, and how enroute to get the most
out of the radar and Stormscope™ by using
them wisely in combination. Kevin Mead
discusses the effects of seasonal changes
on oil requirements and performance. Mary
Bryant quizzes us on interpreting METARs
and textual data related to thunderstorms
and other nasty weather. Finally, we offer
an ideal destination for spring flying, giving
you an opportunity to put into practice all
of the great knowledge gained from these
informative articles on your way to Alaska.

Pulitzer Prize

I am convinced that thunderstorms know my
itinerary in advance, and plot their course
precisely to ensure maximum inconvenience
and frustration. If I had a dime for every time
I cancelled a flight, or had to divert enroute,
to avoid convective activity, I would actually
be able to afford my airplane. Even with a
capable aircraft equipped with both radar
and a Stormscope™ I sit here in a Comfort
Inn for the third straight day because Mother
Nature has unleashed her fury across Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas. Another lesson in
humility by the master teacher herself.

In past issues, I have stressed that the
primary function of this magazine is to
promote safety, and that secondarily, our
goal is to provide content that is educational
and entertaining. In the first three issues of
the new magazine, we have stressed safety
above all by exploring issues related to high
altitude flying, aviation in winter, and ways
of avoiding cumulonimbus. But safety and
educational material will only be effective if
actually read by members of the organization.
Since disparate obligations compete for your
time, the magazine has to be exceptional in
order to warrant your attention. I believe,
therefore, that our continuing efforts to
improve the style, graphics and photography
in the magazine, along with the quality of
advertisements, are as important as ensuring
quality content. Presentation is integral to
our goal of promoting education and safety
by making the magazine more accessible,
interesting and readable. Feedback suggests
that most members are pleased with the
effort. I have not yet been contacted about
receiving a Pulitzer Prize, but I am certain that
this oversight is simply a matter of mail being
delayed. In the meantime, I hope you enjoy
the magazine and learn something important
in each issue. As always, your feedback is
appreciated.
cont. p20

By Jeff Schweitzer, Ph.D.

With the
icy grip
of winter a
distant memory in
the stultifying heat of
summer, thoughts have
quickly passed from
the threats of freezing
rain to the tremendous
power and peril of
thunderstorms. With
every season comes
a unique beauty and a
new set of challenges.
In this season of sunny
days and big boomers,
then, how can we avoid
becoming another victim
of one of nature’s most
powerful weapons?
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Nearly a decade of aviation experience
in the mid-Atlantic region taught me two
lessons about summer flying on the east
coast: 1) move somewhere else if at all
possible (which I eventually did); and
2) if you are brave enough to stay, learn
everything you can about thunderstorms.
During my move east from California, I
seem to have angered the weather gods,
for Nature has been quite persistent in
giving me her personal attention, and
has been diligent in providing close up
demonstrations of her wrath. I am duly
impressed. As a result, I have concluded
that to fly safely in summer, two essential
ingredients must be present: a strike
detector (for example, the BFGoodrich
Stormscope™) and a thorough and
deep understanding of how and where
thunderstorms form.

Debunking Meteorological Myths

Some background on basic meteorology is
necessary in order to grasp the essence of
a thunderstorm because the beast’s origin
lies in the most fundamental aspects of
weather. While the material may be a little
dry (ok, ok, bad pun), the lesson is well
worth learning. Let us start by debunking
well-established hangar-flying myths
about weather. First, the grisly veteran,
stained coffee cup in hand, will insist
with great authority that high pressure
means good weather and low pressure
means bad-times-a-coming. Simply
not true — you can be smacked equally
hard in a thunderstorm in either a low or
high pressure system. Two important
exceptions to the low-pressure-bad
weather rule are: precipitation associated
with an upper air trough not evident on
the surface (in fact weather is often linked
more closely to upper air patterns than
surface features); and a thermal low, in

which intense heating creates a surface
low pressure area with weak pressure
gradients — this low generally leads to
good flying weather.
When you are deciding to launch or not,
what you care about is not high or low
pressure per se, but adiabatic lapse
rate, atmospheric stability, lifting, and the
whereabouts of warm and cold fronts.
These important elements are not as
mysterious as first glance might indicate,
and will be reviewed below.
The grisly coffee cup is not happy
with words like adiabatic lapse rate,
so he is now looking at us with an
uncomfortable intensity. We therefore
hesitate to tell him that, counter to his
gruff assumption, humid air is in fact
lighter (less dense) than dry air. But
because the concept is so important to
the formation of thunderstorms, we steel
up the courage and explain that water
vapor is lighter than nitrogen and oxygen
(the main components of air). Therefore,
more humid air is less dense because
heavier nitrogen and oxygen molecules
are displaced with their lighter cousin,
water vapor. True, liquid water is heavier
than air, but that has nothing to do with
humidity, which measures the amount of
water vapor.
Another myth concerns the timing of
thunderstorms. Contrary to popular
belief, thunderstorms often peak near or
shortly after midnight rather than in the
afternoon, particularly in the case of the
large convective complexes common in
the western Plains.
Finally, how many times have we heard,
“its not the heat, its the humidity?”

Relative humidity is only marginally useful
in evaluating the amount of moisture
available to generate a thunderstorm.
Air at 10 degrees Fahrenheit at 100%
humidity holds much less water than 80
degree air at 100% humidity because cold
air holds much less water than warm air
(for the more technically oriented,
condensation dominates evaporation in
cold air). Dew point, as a direct measure
of how much water vapor is actually in the
air, is more useful. (Its not the heat, its
the dew point!) Dew point is simply the
temperature to which air must be cooled
to reach saturation, where condensation
will begin. So why is that more useful?
Since very cold air can hold little moisture,
if an air mass must be cooled down to
low temperatures before reaching
saturation (low dew point), that air must
contain little water vapor. In contrast,
if the dew point is reached at a high
temperature, the air must be laden with
moisture. Therefore, the dew point, and
the spread between dew point and the
actual air temperature, gives us critical
information about total moisture available,
and likelihood of precipitation, both
critical to evaluating the threat
of thunderstorms.

Monsters Everywhere

Debunked myths aside, what is a
thunderstorm? A violent monster that
simply must be avoided at all costs. Such
avoidance requires some diligence, since
the United States is burdened with about
100,000 thunderstorms per year. At any
given moment, the earth is playing host
to about 2000 thunderstorms, with about
100 lightening strikes per second. Yet
avoidance of these ubiquitous storms is
critical to flight safety. A cumulonimbus
is capable of generating lightening bolts
that heat air to 54,000 degrees Fahrenheit,
about 5 times hotter than the surface of
the sun; fueling updrafts as strong as 90
miles per hour; creating wind gusts as
high as 160 miles per hour; and producing
hail stones weighing more than a pound.
While lightening bolts are the most visibly
dramatic thunderstorm event, wind gusts
and hail actually present a much greater
threat to most airplanes (some composite
airplanes have to take special precautions
against the possibility of a lightening
strike).
Thunderstorms can form in various
shapes and sizes, with some cell clusters
boasting a girth of several hundred miles
and a maximum height of nearly 40,000
feet.
Single storm cells can have a
diameter of only a few miles.
In either case, the basic
structure of

a thunderstorm, and the various stages
of development and dissipation are the
same, and are described in numerous
text books and aviation study guides. A
quick review of this material annually is
not a bad idea. Also, I highly recommend
browsing through cloud catalogues (many
available on the Internet, for example at
http://covis.atmos.uiuc.edu/guide/clouds/
html) to learn to recognize the various
thunderstorm profiles once airborne.
Perhaps most important of all, however,
is to recognize that effective avoidance
begins prior to launching Old Bessie,
during flight planning, by understanding
how, where and when these storms
form.

Anatomy Lesson

Three critical elements must be present
to form a thunderstorm: high moisture
content (watch out for those high dew
points!); atmospheric instability, so that
once air starts to rise it continues to do
so; and a lifting force. We have already
discussed moisture and dew points. Let
us gather up the courage to examine the
remaining two elements. While this will
require a brief walk on the technical side,
thunderstorms will be less mysterious
when we are through.

Atmospheric Instability

At your next party, say “moist and dry
adiabatic lapse rate” to impress your
friends. Then pile on by saying “lifting
condensation level” and “level of
free convection.” To determine
atmospheric stability, we must
know the rate at which rising
air cools, or sinking air warms
(always remembering that cold
air holds less moisture than
warm air). If a parcel of air is
rising, even if it contains moisture, it
cools according to the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, which is about 5.5 degrees
Fahrenheit per 1000 feet, until the air
reaches saturation. This point of
saturation, where the temperature of the
surrounding air equals the dew point of
our rising parcel of air, is called the lifting
condensation level (LCL). Beyond the
LCL, the cooling of the rising parcel
of air proceeds according to the
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(continued)

moist adiabatic lapse rate. As water
condenses (at the LCL and above),
heat is released. Therefore, the moist
adiabatic lapse rate is less than the dry
adiabatic lapse rate @ about 3.3 degrees
Fahrenheit per 1000 feet. In other words,
the saturated air does not cool as much
with altitude as drier air.
Why all this techno-nerd stuff? Because
to determine if the atmosphere is
conditionally unstable, and therefore
prone to thunderstorm activity, the lapse
rate of our imaginary parcel of rising air
is compared to the surrounding air as it
passes through the LCL. The atmosphere
is conditionally unstable if: 1) the parcel
remains colder than the surrounding air as
it rises (is lifted) up to the LCL (the rising
parcel of air has a dry adiabatic lapse
rate greater than the surrounding air);
and 2) as the air continues to rise above
the LCL, the parcel remains warmer than
the surrounding air (the parcel’s moist
adiabatic lapse rate is less than the
surrounding air). At some point above the
LCL, the parcel of rising air will be warm
enough compared to the surrounding air
that the parcel will continue to rise on its
own, with no external lifting force. The
point at which this happens is known
as the “level of free convection”, and
what you can get are those pure white
cumulus clouds boiling and expanding at
awesome rates into truly enormous dark
gray metallic-looking storms.

Front and Center

As a common means of promoting
instability, warm and cold fronts are
important to watch closely before planning
a flight; these fronts are prominent in
weather forecasts and contain a wealth of
practical information. Steady rain or snow
often fall to the north of a warm front as
the warm moist air from the south rises up
and over the cold air. Lifting along a warm
front tends to be gradual, and therefore
the band of showers and thunderstorms
is often behind the front and spread over
a large area; the boundary between the
warm and cold air, and the associated
widespread band of clouds and
precipitation, can stretch hundreds of
miles. Something to consider when
planning alternates and fuel reserves.

FPO

Lifting Forces

But a conditionally unstable atmosphere
will not spawn monster storms unless in
the presence of sufficient lifting forces.
In fact, conditionally unstable layers can
persist indefinitely, and often do in the
tropics. Lifting mechanisms abound,
however, in the United States. For
example, lifting can result from: orographic
uplifting, or air being forced up the face of
a mountain; upper-level disturbances that
park cold air above warm air; sunshine
heating the surface, causing warmer
conditions near the ground; air moving
over a warm surface, such that the air
closest to the surface warms up relative
to the overlying air; a warm front, with
warm air advancing and riding over cold
air; or a cold front advancing and pushing
under lighter warm air.
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In contrast, thunderstorms and other
precipitation often are found in the warm
air ahead of a cold front because the
slope of the front is steep, and the warm
air is pushed aloft before actual frontal
passage. Winds tend to be southerly
ahead of a cold front, and those behind
the front are generally northerly. The
steeper cold front, compared to the more
gradually sloping warm front, results in
showers and thunderstorms that tend to
be more intense, shorter in duration, and
more narrowly distributed.
So with this information in hand, how
do we avoid cumulonimbus in practice?
Prior to any flight that will cover a chunk
of geography, I start watching the
Weather Channel five days in advance.
They are always wrong. Nevertheless,
from this I get a sense of the movement
and patterns of the frontal systems, and
each day determine if the weather along
the route of flight is getting better or
worse than predicted as the launch date
approaches.
The day before the flight, I will get an
outlook from a pre-flight specialist,
and ask specifically about forecasted
convective activity. I also request any
information on dew points. In addition,
I get a complete en-route briefing
from DUAT. Finally, I look at radar and
forecasted precipitation on the Internet
from many sites, including WSI. But
plenty of free sites (example: http:

//wxp.atms.purdue.edu/aviation/shtml or
http://www.intellicast.com/weather/usa/)
help fill out the big picture.
Just prior to the flight, during the full
briefing, in addition to a specific request
for dew point and convective activity, I
ask for what is known as the Lifted Index,
and I highly recommend you obtain this
information for any spring or summer
flying. Remember that three ingredients
are necessary to generate a thunderstorm
— a conditionally unstable atmosphere,
moisture, and lift. The Lifted Index, which
comes out twice per day, at noon and
midnight, provides essential information
on the stability of the atmosphere, and
is related directly to the adiabatic lapse
rates discussed earlier. A positive index
(+1 to +8) means that the air is stable,
and the larger the number, the more
stable. A negative index (-1 to -8) means
the air is unstable, and suggests the
possibility of convection. An index from
0 to -2 indicates only a weak potential for
severe thunderstorms; -3 to -5 indicates
a moderate potential for severe weather;
and an index of -6 or more negative
indicates a strong possibility of severe
thunderstorms. Anything at -3 or more
negative should get your attention.
Information on the other two elements
necessary to generate a thunderstorm,
moisture and lift (particularly warm and
cold fronts), are obtained from the preflight specialist, or DUAT, and the Weather
Channel. Combined, these data are
sufficient to make a truly informed decision
to launch or stay, or change routes.
Finally, if you decide to launch, remember
your thunderstorm profiles from the
cloud catalogue, and monitor the radar
and strike finder. With proper preflight planning, and diligence en route,
avoiding cumulonimbus can be safely
accomplished throughout the year.
Published with permission from Private
Pilot magazine. Copyright 1997. All
rights reserved.
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Malibu Trivia Q & A
Weather Watch
by Mary Bryant

Using the surface observation and forecast
below for Pensacola (KPNS), answer the
following questions.
KPNS 211310Z 04005KT 1/4SM FG OVC-002 18/18
A3020

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over
twenty-five years and has
instructed in the Malibu since 1988
when she worked for the Piper
Training Center. Subsequently, she
was Eastern Region Sales Director
and Malibu Mirage demonstration
pilot for Piper Aircraft. Mary was
also co-founder and owner of
Attitudes International, Inc., The
New Piper Aircraft’s exclusively
approved training school for
Malibus, from 1991-1998.
Mary currently provides MalibuMirage and JetProp training
through Eclipse International,
Inc. in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Mary holds ATP, CFII, and MEI
certificates, and is type rated in the
Cessna Citation. She also has a
BA from Northwestern University
and an MBA from the University of
Illinois. Mary may be reached at
727.822.1611.

KPNS 211355Z 211312 08008KT 1/2SM VCSH FG
OVC002
TEMPO 1416 1 1/2SM-SHRA BR SCT002 OVC006
BECMG 1618 15005KT 5SM BR SCT005 OVC010
FM 1800 17005KT P6SM VCSH SCT010 OVC 015
TEMPO 2001 5SM -TSRA BKN 008CB
FM0100 VRB03KT P6SM SCT008 OVC015 PROB40
0107 2SM -TSRA BR
BKN006CB
FM0700 VRB03KT 1/2SM -SHRA FG VV001

1. What time periods apply?
a. the forecast was made as of 2113Z.
b. the surface observation was made on
the 21st day of the month at 1355Z.
c. the forecast was made on the 21st day
of the month at 1355Z.
d. the forecast is valid for 21 hours starting
at 1312Z
e. the forecast is valid for the 21st day of
the month from 1300Z to 1200Z the
following day.

FPO

2. You are planning to arrive at PNS at 1600Z.
Are you required to file an alternate?
a. yes
b. no
c. no, but it’s a good idea
3. Shortly before arriving in the PNS area
for landing, you obtained the surface
observation above from flight service
(haven’t been able to pick up ATIS yet).
What should you expect?

The following questions reflect actual data
taken from DTN computerized weather
obtained free of charge to AOPA members
from the AOPA web site at www.AOPA.org.
The answer to the questions reflect my
personal opinions and the decisions I would
make. Not everyone will agree with me. I
am willing to fly some weather, as long as
its not thunderstorms, freezing drizzle/rain
and heavy ice. However, since I no longer
work as a professional pilot, I rarely “have” to
be somewhere. I usually look for alternatives
to making a flight in questionable conditions,
particularly if the trip involves potentially
compounding factors such as poor weather
coupled with either night flying or high stress
situations (for example, the need to be at
crucial meetings) and deteriorating trends.
See what you think.
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a. ILS17
b. NDB/GPS35
c. VOR/GPS8, since this is the runway
most aligned with the wind.
d. to go missed approach
4. If you wanted to land in VFR conditions,
when during the forecast period should you
plan to arrive?
a. the earlier the better since there is a
chance of storms later
b. the later the better since the fog will be
lifting
c. after1800Z
d. after 1800Z but before 2000Z
5. Could PNS be used as an alternate if you
would arrive at 1330Z? At 1500Z? At
1800Z? At 2000Z?

Using the following METAR/TAF for Tulsa, OK
(KTUL), answer the questions below.
KTUL 201607Z 00000KT 3SM BR OVC006 10/09 A3011
KTUL 201439Z 201512 12006KT 1SM BR SCT001
TEMPO 1516 1/4SM FG BKN001
FM1600 03008KT P6SM BKN020
TEMPO 1620 3SM BR BKN015
FM2000 36012KT P6SM OVC025
FM0200 02012G18KT P6SM OVC020
FM0800 02013G18KT 5SM BR OVC015 PROB30
0812 2SM -RADZ BR

6. You’re planning to depart at 1500Z and
obtain the forecast above, what would
you do?
a. depart no later than 1500Z since
visibility will be decreasing temporarily
between 1500-1600Z
b. wait until after 1600Z
c. avoid delaying the flight until tomorrow
morning because there is a 30%
probability of reduced visibilities, rain,
drizzle and mist.
d. as an FAR91 pilot, ceilings and
visibility requirements do not apply for
departure
7. How good was the forecast for Tulsa?
a. right on
b. not perfect, but the trend appears to be
correct
c. poor
Use the METAR/TAF below to answer the
following questions about a trip to Albany, GA
(KABY).
KABY 201553Z 15004KT 8SM OVC075 17/13 A3035
RMK A02 SLP276 T01720133
KABY 201124Z 201212 00000KT P6SM BKN060
TEMPO 1214 5SM BR
FM1400 16006KT P6SM FEW040 SCT150 BKN250
FM1800 20007KT P6SM VCSH SCT040 BKN150
TEMPO 2024 BKN040
FM0000 18003KT P6SM FEW040 SCT120 BKN200
BECMG 0709 SCT040 BKN1000
TEMPO 1012 1SM BR

8. On the 20th day of the month, you get an
urgent call indicating you have to meet
with an important customer tomorrow
morning at 8 a.m. in Albany. You’ve got a
busy day today and its only a short flight to
Albany so you consider waiting until early
tomorrow morning to make the flight. What
factors should be considered based on the
METAR/TAF below?
a. for the most part, weather looks pretty
good today

b. showers are expected in the
afternoon—not good, I’d rather wait
until tomorrow
c. low visibility tomorrow morning
d. I really need to be there
Using the METAR/TAF below for Wichita (KICT),
answer the following questions.
KICT 211356Z 04014KT 10 SM OVC 024 M03/
M10 A3034 RMK A02 SLP285
T10281100
KICT 211138Z 211212 04013KT P6SM OVC028
TEMPO 1418 2SM -FZDZ BR BKN013
FM1800 06012KT P6SM BKN025
TEMP0 1820 3SM -FZDZ BR BKN015
FM0300 12007KT P6SM BKN025
BECMG 0709 20007KT

9. On the 22nd, you check weather for a trip to
Wichita and find:
a. weather currently isn’t too bad but it’s
expected to deteriorate
b. freezing drizzle is expected between
1400 and 2000Z
c. weather appears to improve after 0300Z
tomorrow
d. Whoa! You’ve got yesterday’s forecast,
best get today’s weather.
10. On the 21st, you check weather for Wichita
and decide it will be best to arrive when?
a. as early in the day as possible to avoid
the ice
b. after 1800Z
c. after 10 p.m. local
d. Forget it! Weather is crummy, and I
don’t want to go. Maybe tomorrow.

ANSWERS

1. Both “c” and “e”. The format for both
METAR (surface observations) and TAF
(terminal area forecasts) are the same:
Where, When and Wind. “Where” is
the ICAO station identifier or K plus the
Airport ID for the contiguous United States.
211310Z indicates the observation was
made on the 21st day of the month at
1310Z time. 211310Z 211312 indicates
the forecast was made on the 21st day
of the month at 1355Z and is valid from
1300Z to 1200Z the following day.
2. Yes. Remember the 1, 2, 3 rule. An alternate
is required if within 1 hour before or after

your expected time of arrival, weather at
the destination is forecast to be less than
2,000 feet and 3 miles. Temporarily, from
14-1600Z, weather is forecast to be 1⁄2 mile
and 600 overcast. Although the weather
is expected to become better starting at
1600Z, it is not forecast to meet the 1, 2,
3 rule. Therefore, an alternate is required.
Even when an alternate is not required,
it’s always a good idea to have planned
ahead, checked weather and filed one
anyway just in case you end up with worse
than forecast weather.
3. Both “a” and “d”. With weather right at
minimums of 200 ft., they’ll be using the
ILS even though it will result in a slight
cross wind. Non-precision approach
minimums are usually at least 600 AGL
so no-one would be expected to get in
if these approaches are used. Most DH
for ILS are 200 ft. AGL so be prepared
to “go missed” since weather is right at
minimums.
4. “d”. Weather is currently 1⁄4 mile and
overcast at 200 ft. With the temperature
and dew point both at 18, it may take a
while for the fog to lift. Although the fog is
expected to lift and become VFR sometime
after 1600Z, there may be thundershowers
and lower ceilings again after 2000Z.
5. No. No. Yes. Yes. For an airport to be
filed as an alternate, it is required at the
estimated time of arrival to have forecast at
least 600 ft. and 2 miles visibility (if it has a
precision approach) or 800 ft. and 2 miles
if it has a non-precision approach.
6. “b”. Here we get into personal minimums
and choices. Although “d” is true and as a
FAR91 pilot you are legal to depart in zero/
zero conditions, it is highly risky. First, just
taxiing out and finding the proper runway
on which to depart would be a challenge
with 1⁄4 mile visibility and 100 ft. Even if
you manage to get in the air safely, should
you have a problem right after takeoff your
options are extremely limited. You don’t
have the ceilings and visibility to get back
to the airport. My personal minimums for
takeoff are to have whatever conditions I
believe necessary in the situation to be
able to make it back into the airport should
I have a problem right after takeoff. It’s
also a good idea to have the ILS for the
airport already set up on departure should
you have an emergency right after takeoff
and need to return.
7. “b”. The forecast called for the fog
and low ceilings to lift and for 6 miles
visibility and 2000 ft. ceilings after1600Z.
The actual weather reported at 1607Z,

although improved from the 1 mile (or
less) visibility and 100-200 ft. ceilings
forecast for prior periods, is still only 3
miles visibility and 600 feet. As is often the
case with forecasts, the trend is correct
but the timing isn’t exact. Although the
weather appears to be improving based
on the surface observations (taken well
after the forcast was made), the 2000
ft. ceilings forecast for after 1600Z have
not yet arrived. Always take the timing
of the forecast, especially when adverse
conditions are expected to improve, with
a dose of healthy skepticism.
8. “a”, “b”, “c”, and “d”. If you really think
you need to be there, go today, the earlier
the better. Looks as if the typical early
morning low visibility in the southeast
will be an issue early tomorrow and it’s
hard to know at this point when it might
improve. The weather for today looks
pretty good with the only potential issue
of showers in the vicinity (VCSH) in the
afternoon. However, from the rest of the
details of the forecast, ceilings, etc., it
appears the showers shouldn’t be much
of an issue. Check the radar and other
reports to make sure any weather is
expected to be widely scattered and can
be circumvented. If not, be prepared to
delay your departure in the morning, if
necessary, should there be low visibility
and/or fog.
9. “d”. This is the weather for yesterday, the
21st day of the month. It’s easy to get the
wrong weather when computer printouts
are left in briefing rooms or not cleared
from computer screens. Make sure you
have the correct weather for the period
you need.
10.

“d”. Unless you have a very short
flight and can get there ASAP before the
weather deteriorates (and I wouldn’t want
to count on it), I’d forget it. Even then,
with the temps where they are, there’s
likely to be ice. There’s freezing drizzle
forecast from 1400-2000Z. Your Malibu is
not certified for freezing drizzle or heavy
ice. It’s one thing to consider flying in
forecast light ice but this is another
(and much more hazardous) situation.
Although there is no mention of these
conditions later in the evening, again,
with the temps where they are and the
moisture in the air there will likely be ice
in the clouds on the descent. Night, ice,
chance of a worse than forecast situation
with freezing drizzle starting or continuing
longer than forecast—who needs it.
Sounds like a good day to stay home.
Looks as if tomorrow will be better.
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Malibu Maintenance

A Slippery Subject: Objective Observations on Oil
by Kevin Mead

Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has specialized
in Malibu/Mirage maintenance for 14
of his 20 years in general aviation.
He is a licensed private pilot with a
multi-engine rating. Kevin recently
formed his own business, Mead
Aircraft Services, which he runs from
a small farm in Inman, Kansas. He
will continue to provide support for
the Malibu/Mirage fleet in the U.S.
and abroad.

A string of bitter cold snow days interspersed
with blue sky and bright sun encouraged me
to ponder the impact of seasonal change
on engine management and maintenance.
Further thought brought me to the topic
of oil, since many pilots switch lubricants
with the seasons. What could be easier
for a mechanic to discuss? I have taken
a stand on which oil to use in past issues
of this very publication, and never hesitated
to make my preferences known to my
customers, so I entered this project with
great anticipation. Although I felt confident
in my recommendations, I knew I needed to
bone up on some oil terminology and find
answers to some of the nagging questions
that have plagued me in the past. What
is synthetic oil, really? Why the confusing
grade/weight terminology? When does the
“W” in an oil’s description stand
for “ashless” and when
does it stand
for “winter
grade”?
How can
a multi-

viscosity oil behave like a thick oil even
though it is thin? No problem, I thought, there
are sure to be readily available answers to
these questions. So I sat down in front of
the computer to do some quick research on
the web. I emerged from my den three hours
later questioning some of my deepest held
beliefs about oil.
One minute I would feel as if I had been
steering my customers wrong all these
years. The next minute I felt more confident
than ever about my recommendations.
And worst of all, I still did not understand
synthetic oil well enough to define it for
someone else; the weight/grade terminology
used by the oil industry seemed downright
conspiratorial; and the term “multi-viscosity”
now made me think of those late-night
television commercials selling mail order
storm windows that “keep you warm in the
winter and cool in the summer”. So I got
on the phone, calling oil salesmen, engine
manufacturers and just plain “guys I know”.
I heard oil brochure-type rhetoric and many
product endorsements. I also endured a few
emotional tirades, but discussion of oil will
expose you to that. In spite of all this, I have
decided to stick my neck out and write the
article anyway. Please send all
correspondence containing
rebuttals, conflicting
opinions, or emotional
tirades directly to
Jeff Schweitzer.

A Weighty Question

Shout the words “straight-weight or multiviscosity” in a crowded room of aircraft
mechanics, and a brawl is sure to ensue.
We all seem to have strong opinions. I have
always recommended a multi-viscosity oil
to my Malibu and Mirage customers who
fly frequently between differing climates,
thus exposing their engines to temperature
extremes. These oils are advertised to
perform well over a wide variety of ambient
temperatures. But I have often wondered
how this type of oil works.
Here is how the mystery was explained to
me. Let us use 20W-50 oil as an example.
The numbers designate a lubricant
exhibiting a viscosity of a 20 weight oil at low
temperatures while offering the lubricating
ability of a 50 weight oil at operating
temperatures. The 20W-50 begins in the
manufacturing process as a straight 20
weight oil. Among other things, “viscosityindex improvers” are then added. Molecules
of viscosity-index improvers change from
being ball-shaped at low temperatures to
being string-like, and therefore more oil
molecule-like, at high temperatures. While
they are in their ball-shaped, low temperature
state, the molecules slide past each other
and add little viscosity to the oil. But when
the molecules stretch to their long
shape at high temperatures, they
boost the viscosity of the thin
base oil. This sounds
cont. p19
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(continued)

great until you picture those cooled down,
ball-shaped molecules rolling right off your
engine components when at rest. Shell
has tried to address this by adding to their
Aeroshell 15W-50 chemicals that help the
oil cling to surfaces. On the other hand,
during cold starts we gain some comfort
imagining that nice thin oil quickly coating
the engine’s moving parts. Here I have to
stress that using multi-viscosity oil is not a
substitute for adequate pre-heating.

additives are harmful. What do the engine
manufacturers say? According to the
service representatives I spoke to, the use
of unapproved oil additives could affect your
engine’s warranty if the additive is shown
to have contributed to an engine problem.
TCM doesn’t recommend any additive, but
for the Mirage engine Lycoming insists upon
the use of their own additive (LW-16702) or
oils containing the equivalent, such as
Aeroshell 15W-50.

Going Straight

Aeroshell 15W50

There is little question that if you fly
infrequently, live in a corrosive climate
(heavily polluted, coastal, etc.), or live in
a region with elevated temperatures, that
you should use a straight-weight ashless
dispersant oil. But what about everyone
else? Many mechanics whose opinions
and experience I respect, firmly believe that
nearly everyone should use straight-weight
oils. They cite considerable anecdotal
evidence that straight-weights provide
better resistance than multi-viscosities, not
just to corrosion but to wear of cams, lifters
and cylinder barrels. I was able to find hard,
published research to support this belief in
automobiles but not in aircraft. If anyone out
there knows of a study that addresses this
question, please contact me. And remember,
since pre-heating is essential even with
multi-viscosity oils, the need is even more
compelling when using straight-weight oils
in cold weather.

Additives

In my hangar I have a clicking machine
employed to frighten away nesting birds. I
still have some birds in my hangar. But I have
no way of knowing how many avian friends
I would have if I did not use the device.
Basically, this summarizes my feeling about
oil additives. Everyone wants to make it to
TBO, and pilots have long tried to hedge their
bets, throwing in everything from AVBLEND
to Marvel Mystery Oil. I have not been able
to dig up any convincing evidence (i.e.
testing done by those not profiting from the
product) that these additives are helpful.
One school of thought even claims that
the stripping action of some additives not
only cleans out crud, but also removes
lacquers that protect engine components,
leaving them more vulnerable to wear and
corrosion. This argument seems logical, but
I feel uncomfortable saying definitively that

I mention this particular oil only because
many if not most Malibu operators use the
product, at least in the winter. It contains
a 50/50 mix of mineral oil and synthetic
oil, along with additives meant to inhibit
corrosion. It also contains the same antiscuff agent used in Lycoming LW-16702.
The goal is to combine the excellent and
long-lasting lubricating qualities of synthetic
oils with the cleansing qualities of ashless
dispersant mineral oil. The latter holds
deposits such as lead in suspension until
they can be removed during an oil change.
Many owners enjoy the easy cold weather
starts a thin oil provides, but this oil is not
without its detractors, bringing us back to
the multi- vs. straight- weight argument.
Another issue is the possible effect that
Aeroshell 15W-50 may have on oil analysis
results. I spoke to a representative of a
major oil analysis company, who told me
that the use of this specific oil can cause
elevated copper readings in an analysis,
but that these readings are not necessarily
indicative of any problem such as bearing
failure. This is true of oil analysis in general.
Analysis results are only part of the puzzle
when diagnosing problems. I would be more
satisfied, though, if I had more information
on why the use of Aeroshell 15W-50 might
cause this result.

oil for the first twenty-five hours of engine
operation “to promote faster ring seating and
oil control”. Lycoming recommends using
an ashless dispersant oil (never a straight
mineral oil) for exactly the same reason.
Go figure.

Turbine Oils

I have not forgotten you Meridian and
JetProp owners. But for you, the oil choice
is much easier. You just need something that
is slippery and does not break down quickly.
Simply choose a Type II synthetic oil, such as
Exxon 2380, the same oil with which the PT-6
engine is shipped. Our Pratt representative
recommends sticking with one oil since
switching oils in a turbine is difficult, with
little benefit derived from the effort.

Bottom Line

So there you have it – the bottom line is
that there is no bottom line. Have I solved
anything? Probably not. But I will be giving
this entire subject more thought in the future.
For the time being I will still recommend that
most of my customers use a multi-viscosity
in winter and a straight-weight appropriate
to their climate in summer. And since making
it to TBO probably has more to do with
operating habits of pilots and other factors
than with the protective capabilities of the oil,
I will continue to stress all aspects of proper
engine care. In other words, find and stick
with a good oil, but change it frequently;
fly your plane often; and always pre-heat if
in cold weather, regardless of what oil you
use. And no, I never did find out everything
I needed to know about the “W”. When and
why does it mean “ashless” and when does it
mean “winter grade”? As with every question
pertaining to oil, it just depends.

Break-in Oils

Which oil should
you use to break
in your new or
reman engine?
It
depends
on who made
the
engine.
Continental
recommends
the use of a
straight mineral
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Letter from the Editor

(continued)

Cover Girl

This issue’s cover proudly features Richard
Bynum flying his Malibu against the backdrop
of a raging thunderstorm. This is a good time
to remind readers to send in photos for the
chance at cover girl fame. I am not yet at the
point of begging members to stop sending in
pictures because of the avalanche of entries.
As someone who plastered his own airplane
on the cover, I expected to be inundated with
pleas and entreaties, not to mention financial
incentives, to sway my opinion. Since that
has not materialized, I suspect that many of
the entries are lost in the mail along with my
Pulitzer Prize. With only four issues published
each year, I have enough cover material to cull
from the very few friends I manage to keep.
But I am hoping to branch out and represent
a broader range of members on the cover
of the magazine. In case you have not yet
understood the point, send in your favorite
photos of your airplane. Do not worry about
the background, since we will digitally enhance
the photo to place your aircraft over some
exotic location.

Convention News

The Board met in Asheville, North Carolina
on March 16-17 to begin preparations for
the next convention, to be held at the Grove
Park Inn, Resort and Spa. The term resort is
by no means an exaggeration. If you have
never attended a convention before, you will
not want to forego this opportunity. Grove

Park has been called the finest resort in the
world, with good reason. World-class dining,
luxurious rooms, and breathtaking views of
the Blue Ridge mountains were enough to
attract Woodrow Wilson, Will Rogers and F.
Scott Fitzgerald as regular clients, and the
property has only improved over time. The
most recent addition is a spectacular new
spa built in a unique grotto behind a huge
cascading waterfall. I have had the opportunity
to visit here before, and being pampered is
obviously a house specialty. Nearby attractions
include the Biltmore Estate, Chimney Rock,
Grandfather Mountain, numerous museums
and abundant antique shops. If the location
is not enough of an incentive, the academic
programs, safety seminars, and lectures are
essential fare for any pilot flying a Malibu,
Mirage, JetProp or Meridian. You do not want
to miss this convention.

Random Thoughts

Much to my horror, I have heard rumors of an
underground resistance movement that insists
on referring to this brand new publication as a
newsletter. A subversive element to be sure. I
was hoping to move beyond newsletter to the
more exalted status of magazine, but clearly
I have not yet won over all the troops. While
“newsletter” can be used as a code word
for entry into secret meetings, I encourage
everybody to adopt the more inviting phrase
“magazine” in reference to the slick publication
you now hold in your hand.

Member’s Corner
Author, Author!

The Malibu Mirage Magazine is extending
the opportunity to members of the Malibu
Mirage Owners Association to be a part of
this magazine. Share your real-life flying
experiences and adventures or reveal to
other members exciting destinations you
have visited. A wealth of expertise can be
found amongst the membership and we are
inviting you to share your experience.
Contact the editor, Jeff Schweitzer
Phone: 512 264-8026
Email: jschweit@swbell.net
Send all publishing inquires, manuscripts,
articles and photos to the editor. Please review
the article specifications listed on this page.
The editor is responsible for initial review of
all submissions and content.
The editor assumes full rights to editting any
content of submitted materials. The Publisher
reserves the right to refuse or withdraw
articles.
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Article Specifications
Copy Specs

•

Articles should be composed in Microsoft
Word using either Arial or Helvetica
typefaces.

•

Do not add pictures to the word document;
instead, insert a reference title to the image in
parenthesis, such as the following example:
(figure 1). Please label corresponding
images with the reference title.

Image Specs

•

Digital Files: JPEG, TIF or EPS format,
must be 300 dpi

•
•

35mm picture or 35mm slide.
If submitting an illustration, image, or text
from a book or outside publication, you
must submit a document with copyright
consent from that publication.

Deadlines

•
•

Fall Issue - August 15th
Winter Issue - November 15th
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luggage, and still very nearly missed
his commercial flight. Score one point
for general aviation.
Last
year I
embarked
on an adventure
to the north, flying from the security
of the lower 48 to the upper reaches of
our continent. I took on as a passenger a
friend who had never flown with me, but who
expressed confidence in my judgement and flying
skills as we made our way to Alaska. This story
recounts our learning experience over the 8,359
nautical miles of adventure to come. My friend’s
faith in my piloting abilities would be tested more
than once.
Our goal was to see the midnight sun. Since
winter was already a distant memory, we
had to prepare posthaste. I used AOPA’s
web site, Jeppesen’s trip kit, and my
FliteStar software to get oriented. But
I quickly realized this would be
no ordinary trip, when even
the early planning stage
became an adventure.

Planning Ahead

Initially, I thought that flying
to Los Angeles to pick up my
passenger Alan would constitute
only a modest detour on my way
from southern Florida to Alaska. But
reality reared its ugly head. Two more
long hops would be added to the three it
would already take in a direct line to the
destination, due to the fact we inhabit a
large, round planet with westerly winds.
So on to plan B. Alan agreed to fly to
Florida. Alas, his taxi to LAX was late,
he could not get curbside check-in,
had to run to the gate with all his
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With passenger logistics settled, we
devoted our attention to preparing for
the long trip. This required contemplating
issues such as bears, survival, food,
bears, signaling equipment, and bears,
producing feelings somewhere between
a healthy respect for nature and mortal
fear. For example, Alaska requires that
we carry a handgun or rifle. (Canada also
has firearms rules, but forbids handguns).
Not knowing about Canada’s restrictions,
Alan was going to bring a handgun and
a knife. He could not buy the former due
to the gun waiting period, and he had the
latter confiscated when security X-rayed
the luggage he was unable to check
curbside. Had he also had a handgun,
I would probably still be waiting for him
to get out of jail. Score two for general
aviation. (I then decided to bring my
small-gauge handgun, but traded it in
for a rifle after being told the gun would
just make the bears angry.)
With guns, ammunition, and survival
gear properly accommodated, thoughts
turned to navigation. Not many places
have granite at flight levels, so a high
altitude chart can be quite handy.
Although Alaska is the 49th state, Jepp’s
USA HI coverage does not include
Alaska. The correct HI chart (CA (HI)
1 - yes, a Canadian one) is included as
part of Jepp’s Alaska trip kit, but not part
of Jepp’s supposedly identical Alaska
Express kit. And, surprise, nor is that
chart included in any of the Canada or
Canada/Alaska trip kits. Not even the
Jepp folks had it all right, and I finally had
to have the missing chart sent express
overnight.

Although the official
charts said LORAN could
be used through most of Alaska, we
wanted GPS as a backup. With a GPS
connected to my notebook running the
new version of FliteMap, I would have
precise topological information, such
as AGL altitude, as I flew over the wild
terrain. I never before had access to
such data, and thought the moving map
would be extremely useful when passing
over endless expanses of mountains,
many of which I anticpated would be
shrouded in clouds. I also had an old
handheld GPS, and Alan insisted on
bringing his two new car toys. Thank
goodness he did because getting a
working setup with my gear proved
nearly impossible. The litany of woes
is extensive: my GPS failed, his could
only use 12-volts, the 24- to 12-volt
converter we overnighted from Sporty’s
overheated and may have damaged
my notebook, one of his GPS units
was not compatible with my computer,
just to mention a few. We finally found
a workable, jury-rigged combination.
The effort was worthwhile as LORAN
coverage unexpectedly dropped out in
several places mid-Alaska, nearly all of
the mountains were cloud-shrouded, and
the GPS we finally rigged successfully
produced the precise track information
used in this article.
This being our first trip together, Alan
asked about expenses and itinerary. I
offered that I would cover expenses in
the air, if he would cover costs on the
ground. He thought that a great solution,
and extended the idea to all decision
making. We agreed to having no
planned itinerary, in part because of the

uncertainties of weather
and hotel availability, and to
minimize get-there-itis. Instead, each
night I would choose the next day’s
destination and file a flight plan, and
Alan would then choose where to stay
and book the lodging. Since getting
there was more than half the fun, we
both loved the complete flexibility.

The Adventure Begins

Starting with a bang, our first day’s goal
was to go from Boca Raton to just short
of the Canadian border, a trip of about
1,800nm. We flew from Boca Raton to
Columbia, Missouri, for fuel and a $1,000
hamburger. We also visited the on-field
FSS as I had almost forgotten what one
looked like. There, I chose Wolf Point,
Montana, for our first night’s layover.
I called Larry, the Clayton airport manager,
to ask about our arrival after the airport
had closed. He said no problem, and
that he would leave his keys in his truck
so we would have transportation to our
hotel. There was no mention of driver’s
licenses or credit cards. We stumbled
into the small hotel after all food
service had closed, but Darryl made us
complimentary sandwiches anyway while
talking about his life’s ambitions. Alan
was stunned by how friendly everyone
was (he’s an LAX kinda guy), but I knew
this type of personal friendliness would
prove typical throughout our airporthopping adventure. On the other hand, I
was just as stunned to receive departure
clearances consisting solely of “Cleared
as filed; maintain flight level 240.”

I planned to follow the great
circle route to Ketchikan, Alaska,
stopping first just south of the Canadian
border. The idea was to overfly Canada
to reach our destination in one hop the
following day. I was concerned about
how well Alan could tolerate the 6+ hour,
max-range flights that were typical for me
in the Malibu. I was also concerned about
having to do more flying in 10 days than I
typically did in half a year. On the other
hand, this route minimized the amount of
time to get from Florida to Alaska, and
also eliminated the US and Canadian
Customs hassles and procedures since
we would not be leaving the USA.
The first day had gone well, and we
were a mere 24nm south of Canada. I
felt confident of our success the following
day because winds were favorable and
Ketchikan’s weather was forecast to be
good. I was also quite aware that this
would be our first leg with higher than
usual risk. Over 1000nm long, this great
circle hop was through sparse, cloudobscured Rockies, with few weather
stations or airports, and incomplete
radio/radar coverage even at 24,000 feet.
There were no Customs requirements as
we were overflying Canada, but that also
meant we could not legally stop short of
Alaska. We could not choose a more
heavily populated route because we did
not have the extra range, and ours was
the shortest route. Gliding to safety was
not a good option over hundreds of miles
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of hostile
territory. I
scanned my instruments
with great care.
We were relieved and delighted when
we passed safely through the Rockies,
and the clouds became scattered,
revealing flat, beautiful land beyond.
We could savor the moment, however,
for only a short time. We were a bit over
100nm from Ketchikan, and I now turned
to rechecking the weather for landing. And
that is when I learned we would probably
not be landing in Ketchikan. A front had
moved quicker than expected and was
starting to sock in the whole peninsula.
Solid overcast at 600 feet is not normally
a problem, but Ketchikan’s ILS only lets
down to 914 feet AGL. (It seems that the
TERPS boys are upset about the several
over-2,500-foot peaks just a mile away
on both sides of the centerline.) Further,
the winds had been worse than forecast,
leaving us barely in range of the only other
two airports in Alaska near Ketchikan,
which also had deteriorating weather.
I immediately slowed the plane to
maximize range, and Alan listened as
I calmly reviewed the choices: fly to
another Alaskan airport, though it was
doubtful I could reach another field with
any reserve; hope things improved at
Ketchikan, based on its current forecast,
which was still optimistic; continue to
Ketchikan even in deteriorating conditions
and fly the ILS below 600 feet (hello, FAA!),
or go into denial. I choose, instead, to
go into Canada. The controllers, who
reported deteriorating weather at the
closest airport, coastal Prince Rupert,
suggested reversing course about 50
miles back to Terrace, an inland airport
with better weather. Using my finest PIC
voice, I requested vectors to Terrace and
that they advise Customs of my desire to
visit Canada without proper notice.
On the way to Terrace, the helpful
controllers also advised me to watch out
for the air show currently being hosted
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at my new destination. I
generally prefer, when landing in
Canada without permission or much fuel,
to do so without airshow competition or
an audience to judge my landing. As
the closer Prince Rupert airport had just
reported improved weather, I switched to
there and asked them to please re-advise
Customs, whom I assumed would not be
too amused.
Prince Rupert is on a lovely island, and
it looked all the lovelier when we broke
out and landed uneventfully. Customs
quizzed me by telephone for about 20
minutes, asking why I was there without
the paperwork, how long I needed to stay,
and did we had any handguns (fortunately
no, despite our best efforts). They decided
a personal visit would not be necessary,
and told me I was cleared to enjoy Canada
for a day.
The airport had no food service, but Bruno
and Gabe went to their kitchenette and
made us complimentary sandwiches. The
airport was closing so they went with us on
the water taxi to the thoroughly delightful
and picturesque town of Prince Rupert.
This was a great place to end up on Day
2. I won’t soon forget it, especially as
Canada has sent me some reminders:
a landing fee bill for $6.86 a few weeks
after I got back to Florida, and a quarterly
NAV Canada [their privatized FAA] bill for
$14.71 several weeks after that.

Alaska Bound

We had been planning to meet a business
partner in Ketchikan, but with that field’s
weather still iffy, I chose to go a little further
north to Sitka the next day. It was a good
decision, as Ketchikan remained socked
in for a week. We never did get there.
Sitka is a delightful village with geography
offering protection from the lousy weather
affecting the rest of the peninsula. The
town also claims historical fame as the
site where Russia sold Alaska to the US.
We saw an ultralight at the airport making
its way around the world, got the last
hotel room available, learned that several
bears in and around Sitka had recently

had to be killed when
they threatened humans,
and heard an old-timer talk about all the
planes that bought mountains, rather than
just farms. Welcome to Alaska!
Sitka was also a good choice because
from there we could make our goal of
Deadhorse, on the north shore of Alaska,
in just one more hop. This would again
be a long flight over hostile terrain, but at
least we would not be flying over Canada.
Actually, we were wrong. Part of the route
does go through Canada, and as we were
climbing out, ATC said that coordination
was proving tricky. As it turns out, we
never needed that coordination. Events
would conspire to ensure that we never
reached Canadian airspace.
Forty miles north of Sitka, while climbing
through 16,500 feet over cloud-shrouded
mountains, we heard a loud bang followed
by the instant disappearance of the engine
roar. The climb stopped, and the prop
seemed to be windmilling. I recall feeling
surprised and thinking for an instant,
almost dispassionately, that we were
going to die because of where we were.
Fortunately, my training took over, and
within three minutes I had lowered the
nose, switched tanks, established an 850
fpm 90 knot glide, turned back to Sitka,
radioed our situation requesting vectors,
played with the power settings, checked
engine gages, tried the emergency fuel
pump, noticed the cabin altitude warning
light was on, kept Alan informed, and
continued thinking of things to check.
Neither of us could tell for sure if the
engine was actually running; we had no
power, but the engine instruments read
fairly normally. The manifold pressure
was low, suggesting that I might have
lost a turbocharger. I pulled back on the
throttle and the mixture, and watched the
oil gauges very carefully. My GPS tracker
also tattles that after descending through
14,000 feet, I let my speed increase a
bit, causing my sink rate to increase to
1000 fpm.
After another three minutes, while
descending through 11,000 feet, the

engine roared back to life,
and things were almost normal
by the time I intercepted the localizer at
9,000 feet about 9 minutes later. Not being
certain about the problem, I remained
concerned that the engine might still be
headed towards total failure, so I flew
the localizer high to keep my options
open. Too high, in fact. When I broke
out around 1,200 feet, I was not (to be
polite) in a position for normal approach
and landing. Nevertheless, I thought to
not land would be even less polite if my
engine subsequently failed. So, knowing
my plane well, I put out spoilers, flaps, and
gear, and descended at a rate reaching
3,200 fpm even as my speed continued
to decrease from 125 knots. I crossed the
numbers at about 350 feet, 109 knots, and
still descending about 2,000 fpm. Using
half of Sitka’s 6,500 foot runway to bleed
off the extra speed and altitude, we had
a smooth touch down, with a ground roll
of about 1,800 feet. We turned around to
back-taxi with 1,400 feet still remaining.

Despite the
presence of a
crash truck, even the on-field FSS felt no
response was needed to FSDO’s inquiry.
An AlaskaAir mechanic had time to check
over the Malibu while we had lunch. It
turns out that a turbocharger hose had
fallen off when its coupling loosened
up, instantly turning us into a normally
aspirated version of the Malibu. At the
recent MMOPA conference, I learned that
this is not so infrequent a situation.
Over lunch, Alan (who years ago had a lot
of flight training) said he had not become
concerned because he could see that I
had responded immediately, yet remained
calm and professional throughout, not
even breaking a sweat. I remarked that
the effort to bring a rifle and survival gear
now seemed well worth it.

On to the Midnight Sun

After lunch, we got back in and completed
the 930nm trip to Deadhorse. The
visibility was spectacular.
Although there was pretty solid
cloud coverage, we could see
numerous mountain peaks,
including Mt. McKinley
from over 100 miles
away. Unlike our
arrival in Montana,
we did not have
to worry about
arriving after dark,
since dark would
not be arriving
there for a few
more days.
Deadhorse is at
the Prudhoe Bay
oil field along the
Arctic Ocean. It is
a magical, mystical,
other-worldly place.
Deadhorse is not an official city with permanent

r e s i dents, schools, kids, etc. It is just
there for tourists. Still, it has a large general store, an interesting tour of the oil field
and trans-Alaska pipeline, and quite acceptable living quarters. The weather was
pleasant, windless, and in the mid-forties,
though I still pitied the several European
tourists that I saw strip and swim in the
Arctic ocean. That evening (so to speak)
I got up at midnight to find that time to be
the brightest part of the day; the sun had
finally transited below the solid cloud deck
that had blocked it during the “daytime”
hours, and it was now directly visible. This
is an exciting place to visit, at least in the
late spring or early summer.
We next headed back south to a small
town east of Anchorage called Gulkana.
The clouds were finally high enough that,
along the way, I felt safe canceling IFR
and going under the deck. We zigzagged
around the showers, underneath the
ceiling, to enjoy the spectacular visibility
and breathless mountain scenery close
up. We stayed at a bed & breakfast, where
Sy entertained us with classic bush stories
about shooting bear out of a Super Cub
in flight. Warning: Gulkana also had
mosquitoes that made Hitchkock’s birds
seem like house pets.
Gulkana is one of the few Alaskan cities
easily accessible by car. I chose this as
a destination to allow us extended ground
time to give my wings a rest. Alan rented
a car and drove us to Valdez harbor, where
we spent the night after taking a long boat
tour of the glaciers. On the drive back,
we stopped and I climbed up a glacier,
which turns out to be far, far easier than
climbing back down. I did so because I had
promised to bring my kids some glacier ice,
and had taken a thermos to Alaska for just
that purpose. Much to everyone’s surprise,
that ice came back home mostly unmelted
and is still in our freezer.
cont. p30
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Confessions

While not being afraid of risk, I’ve always
tried to minimize danger by keeping
options open. Of course, that requires
recognizing the risk to begin with. The
unavailability of a destination airport
is generally not a problem (in decent
weather) since several airport choices
are usually near the end of max-range
hops. Not with Ketchikan. Given its lousy
ILS approach, Alaska’s rapidly changing
weather, the lack of good alternates or
nearby airports, and the impropriety of
landing short in Canada, Ketchikan is
at best a more risky destination. All the
more so at the end of a max-range flight
when bad winds could easily eat up
one’s reserves, further eliminating the
alternatives.
I was excited about the trip,
lulled by the good weather forecast
and the success of Day One, anxious
to minimize the pre-Alaska flying hours,
focused on making Ketchikan in three
great-circle hops, comforted by the
GPS/FliteMap, and distracted by the
Rockies and related safety concerns.
I simply had not given much thought
to the alternatives if Ketchikan became
unavailable, whether for weather or any
other reason. Complacency can be
pervasive: I had not even focused on
this risk when later retelling this story.
Only as I wrote this article did I realize,
with embarrassment, that I could have
taken three relatively easy actions to
minimize this risk: (1) I had just enough
“slack” in the Day One hops that I could
have flown to a destination farther west
in Montana, so that the over-Canada hop
would be shorter; (2) I could have used a
lower cruise setting over Canada to retain
greater range; and (3) I should have been
checking Ketchikan’s situation more
often and earlier in the flight, at least while
in radio contact, preserving the option of
flying back to the continental US.
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Having shown Alan
mountain flying going in to Gulkana, I
planned some river canyon flying on the
way out. Copper river winds 70 miles
through a mountain range having peaks
exceeding 8,000 feet. The weather and
winds were starting to deteriorate by
the time we began. We made it about
20 thrilling miles before the turbulence
and lowering clouds made turning back
prudent. Having carried plenty of extra
fuel anticipating we might not make it
all the way, we climbed and went IFR to
Sitka, our peninsula destination yet again.
Being wiser about peninsula weather, we
frequently monitored Sitka, only to hear it
steadily decrease to a 600 foot ceiling.
Still, the localizer took us down to 381
feet, and we felt like old salts landing
there yet again.

Back to the Lower 48

The great circle route back would take us
near Wisconsin just before the end of the
EAA’s Oshkosh gathering. Unlike Alan, I
had never been, so he suggested we go.
The trip over Canada was uneventful. We
noticed what turned out to be the beginning
of major Idaho wildfires, and then landed
at Williston, North Dakota, about 75nm
further East than our Montana stop a
week earlier. This was the longest leg of
our trip: 1286nm.
Having survived so much in Alaska, I
figured the flight to Oshkosh and home
would be tame. I was wrong. The need
to meet our time reservation slot, combined
with Alan oversleeping, caused me to
rush our departure from Williston. As a
result, I had not read the fuel slip. After
reaching cruise, I realized that while the
lineman orally confirming the amount of
fuel ordered, he pumped 10 gallons less
than requested. Fortunately, I had been
sufficiently concerned about flying into the
air show low on fuel that I had planned for
more reserve than I normally carry, and
still had 45 minutes’ worth. Unfortunately,
the winds were significantly worse than
forecast. I had to slow down, blowing
my reservation time, and still was cutting
close on fuel. I had originally been cleared
direct to Appleton’s airport. So when ATC
amended the clearance to follow the longer
NOTAM’d course, I expressed concern.
ATC said not to worry about my reservation
time, but I said my concern was that I would

need to land to
get more fuel if I could not continue on
a direct course. Fortunately, approach
approved, and I landed with 9 gallons to
spare. I would have been down to about 3
gallons had I simply followed orders.

The End Game

We stayed overnight to enjoy Oshkosh, but
the time finally came to transition back to
the real world. Mid-afternoon, Alan drove
a rental car to Chicago and let someone
else fly him home to Los Angeles. I flew
directly back to Boca Raton, but not without
further incident.
Near Atlanta, a nighttime thunderstorm
that I had been circumnavigating using
my Stormscope™ suddenly sprung up
in all directions. After all of Alaska, I now
found myself in the worst weather yet, and
in the dark. I turned nearly due west for 20
minutes, eventually getting past the storm.
Later, I had to suggest to Atlanta center
that as I had already flown into Jacksonville
airspace, perhaps I should be handed
off. Then, I had to suggest to Jax center
that I really should not accept their route
amendment as I would be flying through
the heart of another huge thunderstorm
system in central Florida. Other than that,
this 1188nm leg was uneventful.
So ended our thoroughly exciting and
successful Alaskan adventure. There
had been plenty of thrills, but fortunately
no chills. In the end, the 49.1 hour trip
consisted of 10 legs plus the Sitka to Sitka
sight-seeing loop, all filled with plenty of
lessons. By coincidence, when rounded
to the nearest 100 nautical miles, the leg
lengths were 300, 500, 600, 700, 800,
900, 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300 nautical
miles. By the way, Alan’s Chicago flight
departed late, and the luggage unloading
in LAX took another 45 minutes. I actually
got home hours before he did. Score
three for general aviation.

On the Cover . . .
by Jeff Schweitzer

This month’s cover winner:
Richard Bynum
Richard and his wife, Carol, live in San
Antonio, Texas, where the next fiesta is
never more than a week away. Richard has
had a life-long fascination with flying. Upon
graduation from college, he attempted to
the join the Navy and Air Force as a pilot.
Vision worse than the required uncorrected
20/20 eliminated that approach to flying.
The opportunity to fly was finally realized
in the early 1980s. After owning an Archer,
an Arrow, a Sklylane, a T-210, and a P210, Richard arrived at his first Malibu.
Now on his second Malibu, and with over
1500 hours in the PA46, the fascination
with flying continues. After selling a heart
pacemaker distributorship six years ago,
Richard stays busy flying his Malibu as well
as a friend’s PC-12 .
Richard currently enjoys flying with his
grandson, Nicholas, in his 1987 Classic
Malibu, with the 550 engine conversion,
custom paint and interior.

Richard
Grandson Nicholas

Cover Contest
You have an opportunity to spotlight
your airplane on the cover of one of the
Malibu Mirage Magaines. Every issue now
features a member-owned aircraft on the
cover. There are only 4 issues published
each year, so act now.
How do you enter the contest?

out and placed on a digitally enhanced
background by our graphic designers.
Photos must be shot with a 35mm camera,
slides preferred.
The editor will be the final judge, and
his decisions will be totally arbitrary and
without any basis in logic.

Submit a photo of your plane to the
editor. Do not be concerned about the
background. Your plane will be trimmed
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By Ron Cox

After
thirty-five
years
in aviation I have seen
countless articles on the subject
of thunderstorms in the aviation press,
government NTSB accident reports, and
academic textbooks. Yet we still suffer a
large number of weather related accidents
each year related to convective activity.
So what can pilots of the Malibu/Mirage,
Jetprop, Meridian, PC-12, and TBM-700
learn from yet another article on the
subject? Perhaps enough to be interesting
as we review how equipment, pilot skills,
and weather analysis can all be brought to
bear to ensure safe flight.

Knowing the Beast

Probably nothing is more impressive to
aviators and groundlings alike than to see
a fully developed thunderstorm spread
across the majestic western Plains on a
late summer’s evening. The associated
lightning, towering cumulonimbus
clouds, and the rush of cool cascading
air preceding the typical heavy showers is
as good as anything that Mother Nature
can give. Of course, viewing this activity
from the safety of an FBO is quite different
from being a spectator up close at 15,000
MSL in the cockpit of a light aircraft. One
position generally leads to awe, the other
to abject fear.
The accompanying article by Jeff Schweitzer
discusses in detail the conditions that
must exist in order for thunderstorms to
develop. Here, I am going to list only the
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few essential
items that in
general must
be present for
thunderstorms
to
form.
Thunderstorms need unstable air, meaning
that a temperature profile exists with warm
air near the ground and cold air aloft. This
explains why thunderstorms are more
likely to form in the spring and summer
than in the fall or winter, though cold winter
thunderstorms are possible. In spring and
summer the sun warms the ground, which
warms the air near the ground. Air near
the ground also is warmed in the fall, but
there’s an important difference. In the
spring the air aloft retains its winter cold;
the air will be more unstable than in the
fall when the air aloft retains its summer
warmth.
All of this is fine, but we need one more
element called convection. This is the
process where water takes up energy
when it evaporates and then releases this
energy into latent heat when it condenses
into liquid form. This heat slows the
cooling of rising air, making it more likely
that it will continue to rise. In such a case,
we end up with warm air rising in some
places and cool air descending in others.
Thunderstorms are “convective storms”.
Again, this process is explained in detail
in the article by Schweitzer.
The life cycle of a storm generally
includes the building, mature, and
dissipating stages. Single cell air mass

thunderstorms usually go through this
process in an hour or so in summer, but
frontal system-associated thunderstorms
may regenerate themselves through this
cycle several times over a period of days
before they kill themselves off.
Mesocyclone is the granddaddy of all
thunderstorms, with tops reaching 60,000
MSL. Their destruction is legendary,
especially in the Midwest in spring and
early summer. Like the frontal system
thunderstorm cell, it regenerates itself
continually over a multiple-hour life cycle
to include the development of tornadoes
within the cell.
Looking at the development of
thunderstorms is great, but as pilots we
need to know how to avoid them while
flying. This brings up two important
concepts that pilots flying general aviation
light aircraft must consider carefully:
avoidance and escape. Like it or not,
we are not flying the fastest climbers or
longest range aircraft in the fleet. Therefore,
we must use more caution in determining
location of the thunderstorms relative to
our flight path. We must be able to create
escape corridors if we become surrounded
by the dreaded bellowing cumulonimbus
formations. Violation of these two principles
could lead to conditions that would be
perilous to life and limb.

The Big Picture

Let’s look at a few tools that pilots can
use to fly safely when thunderstorms are
present. First, long range weather reports
such as those seen on The Weather
Channel give us a good guess about
what will happen in the next few days. Flight
Service Stations (FSS) can give us a more
accurate view of weather potential when
looking within four to six hours of our flight.
Commercial weather vendors, available on
the web, and dedicated services such as
WSI, are also good sources of atmospheric
conditions immediately prior to flight.
Two items that always interest me
from the FSS are cloud tops and radar
summaries. Generally speaking, cloud
tops over 15,000 MSL and rising are good
indications of convective activity. Radar
summaries reporting percentage of sky
coverage over 30% indicate that the pilot
must be concerned about the possibility
of embedded thunderstorms.
Even with the big weather picture in
mind, go/no go decisions are often a little
like playing Russian Roulette: the more
times you have successfully navigated

thunderstorms the more adventuresome
you will become in pushing the envelope.
Ante up one too many times in this poker
game and Mother Nature will strike back
with unforgiving swiftness. Does this
mean you do not fly when the possibility
for thunderstorms exists? No, but like
the singer Kenny Rogers says, “You got
to know when to hold ‘em and when to
fold ‘em.” Items to consider include:
personal experience in the type of aircraft
being flown, speed and climb capability
of the aircraft, presence or absence of
weather detection equipment (radar and
Stormscope® or Strikefinder®), and an
understanding of current and forecast
weather conditions along the intended
route of flight. One last but important item
— listen to your gut. If you are nervous
or anxious about the flight, maybe this
is the time to call off the trip. Do not let
associates, family or a boss push you
into something you or they will ultimately
regret. It’s always better to cancel today
so that you can fly tomorrow. What stigma
is there for you in canceling a trip, when
the commercial airlines routinely delay
or cancel flights? After all, like us, their
ultimate goal is the safe transportation of
their passengers.

flight were seen, a pilot would immediately
vacate the sky or query other airborne
sources why the display is illuminating in
such a manner.
Various models of the Stormscope®
have two basic types of capabilities. The
microprocessors used on the earlier WX
10 and 11 Stormscopes® would show
widespread or grouped dots. Depending
on the clustering of these dots a pilot could
determine the intensity and direction of the
storm. Also clearing the unit and watching
the rate of return of the dots added to the
pilot’s knowledge of the storm’s intensity.
Later microprocessors used in the 500,
950, and 1,000+ Stormscopes® display
cells by means of plus signs. Unlike the
earlier Stormscopes®, the pilot has to
remain more vigilant when interpreting
data from these
units.

Lightening Detection

One of the most important weather
avoidance tools available to
general aviation pilots is sferics
detection equipment (Stormscope®
or Strikefinder®).
Some pilots
are comfortable operating around
thunderstorms without this equipment.
But in my opinion, flying blind and relying
upon ATC for vectors around weather is
one huge gamble. Most members
of MMOPA have aircraft equipped
with both radar and lightening
detection gear. Each has
a specific function that
contributes a critical piece
to the weather puzzle.
Both have weaknesses,
but when used wisely
together, the combination
is quite powerful.
Lightening detection gear (from here on we
will use the Stormscope® as the example
of such equipment) is basically a radio
receiver that detects electromagnetic
radio frequencies that emanate from a
thunderstorm. Using this principle, an
easy way to confirm the operation of the
Stormscope® is to run an electrical drill
under the receiver located on the aircraft.
This should send a wild pattern of signals
to the receiver. If something like this in
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(continued)

One plus
sign
can
represent as many
as 10 lightening strikes,
so
isolated
symbols should not
be ignored when using this
equipment. Errors such as radial spread
and ranging were a bigger issue on older
units but they can still be a problem on
newer models. Gyro-oriented display
is another valuable tool when using the
Stormscope®, particularly in the 360
degree mode to orient aircraft position
relative to the storm.

Radar

Radar is the other critical weather
avoidance tool available to general
aviation. Radar units display their images
via transmitted radio waves on the X-band

spectrum. Most general aviation aircraft
use either 10- or 12-inch radar antennas
to transmit microwave energy to its front
in either an 8- or 10-degree wide pattern.
After the transmitter sends out microwave
energy the transmit portion of the unit shuts
down and the receiver begins receiving
its return echoes. These echoes will
only return if the transmitted energy hits
a reflected object like water vapor. The
return pulse called an “echo” is displayed
on a CRT-type scope through the use of
a “magnetron.” Radar pulses travel at
approximately 186,000 miles per second.
Knowing the signal speed and transit time
determines the range of the echo being
displayed on the screen. The reflectivity of
the object being displayed allows the unit
to sense the intensity of the echo. Color
radar processes this information into
display levels that the pilot can easily see

and use to avoid heavy precipitation.
Attenuation is one troubling phenomena
that weather radar must overcome.
Attenuation is the weakening of the radar
pulse caused by distance and absorption
of the radar energy. Pilots encountering
large echoes at great ranges may have
a problem when approaching closer to
the storm. Clouds start absorbing such
great amounts of energy that the return
display looks like a weak cell when,
in fact, it is masking a monster. This
situation is where the integration of the
Stormscope® and radar is of great value.
One confirms the other’s data. Of course,
the pilot adds his reasoning ability into the
equation by listening to deviation reports
by other aircraft and weather advisories
on frequency. There is nothing wrong in
requesting ground-based radar to help in
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determining where cells are located. The
more information available in this case,
the better.
Azimuth resolution determines the
visibility of the targets on the scope and
their displacement to one another. The
tilt control allows us to display echoes in
relation to our aircraft and storm bases and
heights. The later KWX 2000, equipped
with Vertical Profile (VP) mode, enables
a pilot to get a vertical snapshot of the
cloud’s height.

Concerns and Pitfalls

My concern with on-board radar is its total
dependence on the skill of the operator
for accurate weather interpretation.
The Stormscope®, on the other hand,
tends to show unequivocally the location
of thunderstorms in a format easy to

interpret. Again, the use of these two
tools in cooperation offers the airborne
pilot the best chance to find safe passage
around thunderstorms. Least we become
suckered into a decision to slip between
two cells, a minimum of fifty miles for
safe separation is required. Failure to
adhere to this separation can result in a
general aviation aircraft becoming another
thunderstorm statistic.
Teaching thunderstorm avoidance in a
classroom setting is best accomplished
using shock therapy. Showing the results
of a human encounter with a Level III
thunderstorm, where the remains of a
medium class twin can be piled into
the bed of a pickup truck, seems to get
participant attention, at least temporarily.
The military mastered this method. With
immunity from lawsuits they often showed

the more gory effects of misjudgment.
Sporty Pilot and AOPA, to name just a
few, have some wonderful video and CDROM graphical presentations regarding
thunderstorm avoidance and weather
phenomena.
Many of the manufacturers publish good
Pilot Operating Handbooks (POH) on their
respective equipment. The use of this
material, coupled with intimate knowledge
of the system, is the easiest way for the
instructor to pass on to his student how
to use the latest radar and Stormscope®
equipment. I must emphasize again the
goal is thunderstorm avoidance, not to
use the equipment to get as close as
possible.
Living and flying in the Southeast is a
wonderful laboratory for experimenting with
aircraft equipped with on-board weather
detection equipment. Pick a safe stand-off
distance from an observed Level III or IV
buildup and then have your student use
his Stormscope® and radar to determine
distance and size from the buildups. Then
while he is under the hood, and with you
observing, have him pick his way around
the cell and describe what he is seeing on
his radar and Stormscope® compared to
what is actually out in front.
One last training tip to show the effects of
Mother Nature occurs in the early morning
hours of summer—say between ten and
eleven o’clock. Find a building cumulous
cloud. It may appear as a large cotton
ball. Have your student try to pick up any
convective activity with his Stormscope®
and then try to identify the cloud by using
the on-board radar. If you time this exercise
right, you will see negative Stormscope®
and radar activity. Then have him fly
through this apparently benign cloud. You
will get an experience that won’t fade from
your student’s memory in the near future.
This little cotton ball contains enough
energy to give the aircraft a pretty good
kick, but at the same time has no signs of
serious convective activity. If that cloud
did not show up on the Stormscope® or
radar, you can imagine what a full-blown
Level III thunderstorm or greater must feel
like to the unlucky pilot who stumbles
into the mess. Make sure that any cloud
picked to conduct this exercise is void of
any convective activity.

Fly Safe

In all seasons, in order to have a good
thunderstorm strategy, a pilot must use
all of her weather acumen, know her
cont. p37
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(continued)

personal and aircraft flying strengths, use
the ATC system to its fullest, and employ
airborne weather detection tools to obtain a
complete and accurate picture of weather.
John Mariani, a Malibu/Mirage trainer,
pointed out in a recent article that the best
tools for avoiding unpleasant thunderstorm
encounters are your eyeballs. Pick the
lightest part of the clouds for penetration
that are consistent with your radar and
Stormscope® displays. Also get high
enough to be able to look around and see
where the thunderheads are located.
This strategy is also useful at night by
watching where lightning is located.
Lightning is proof that you are in the vicinity
of a thunderstorm. Again, allow ample
room for avoidance. Complacency is the
last point to consider for avoidance. Don’t
be fooled into believing that your multithousand dollar equipped aircraft can do
anything in any weather. Never forget that
Mother Nature is much more powerful then
your 3.8 G-loaded general aviation aircraft.
Fly cautiously and conservatively. Push the
envelope and you will see, maybe for the
last time, a side of Mother Nature that you
never experienced before.
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Ron currently provides Meridian, Malibu/
Mirage, and JetProp initial and recurrent
training. He also provides turbine
supplemental training in the hTBM700 and PC-12. Ron can be reached
by phone at (561) 778-7815, by fax at
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Notes From MMOPA Headquarters
by Russ Caauwe

Flying 101: A thunderstorm is never as bad on
the inside as it is on the outside…It’s worse.

Russ Caauwe
Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about
airplanes all of his life. He
obtained his license in Norfolk,
Nebraska, at the age of 17.
Entering the Air Force at 19,
Russ served two years as an
airborne radar mechanic. In
1950, he was accepted for pilot
training, and after graduation, was
commissioned as a 2nd Lt. and
pilot. Russ served in the 82nd
Fighter Squadron, flying F-94’s
and F-89’s, in Iceland, where he
met his wife Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the
76th Fighter Squadron in Presque
Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life
as a Customer Engineer for IBM;
later as President of his own data
processing company; and finally,
as a corporate pilot, from which
he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours flying a 1984
Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

Many of you have called to say how much
you like the new magazine format. I would
like to add my congratulations to Jeff and
the folks at MDS Graphics for an outstanding
job! Also, the new Member Directories have
been enthusiastically received. Julie at The
Island Printer in Hilton Head, and Bill Alberts
should get the credit for a great job putting
that together. I hope you will send me an email
if you have any corrections to make before
we publish the next one. Don’t forget, if your
address changes, I will also need the changes
to phone numbers.
Our membership continues to grow ! We now
have over 640 members !

Nancy Suslavich
N141SB
Duluth, MN

Nancy has a 1999 Mirage. She has over 750 hours
and holds a private license with an Instrument
rating.

Bernard Long
Washington, DC

Bernard is looking at getting a Malibu, and may
have done so by the time you read this. He has
over 1500 hours.

Eugene Martin
N901MA
Bloomington, IL

Eugene lists his occupation as “farming”. He has a
Mirage and holds a Private license with Multi engine
and Instrument ratings.

Robert Clarkson
N4372F
Cahokia, IL

Robert owns a 84 Malibu. He is President of
Industrial Gas Products, Inc. He has over 3500
hours and holds a Private license with an instrument
rating.

NOTICE

For any questions regarding next
year’s M•MOPA convention, please
call

Bill Alberts
Convention Coordinator

tel: (843) 785-9358
fax: (843) 785-7567

Peter Dawes
VH-SGG
Park Orchards, Victoria
Australia

Peter is a chemist with SGE International Pty, LTD.
He has over 1500 hours, a Private license and an
instrument rating. He has a Mirage.

Tony Harper
Baton Rouge, LA

Tony has over 1400 hours with a Commercial
license. He holds SMEL Instrument Airplane
ratings.
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Mark Spitzer
Sharon, MA

Mark has over 1100 hours and holds a Commercial
license with multi and instrument ratings.

Thomas Samuels
Decatur, IL

Thomas tells me he used to be a member, but
upgraded to a Citation. He is back with us now,
so welcome back ! He has over 9000 hours and
an ATP license with the following ratings: SEL MEL
and CFII.

George Vasick
Los Altos, CA

George is a Software Development Engineer.
He holds a Private license with SEL instrument
ratings.

Larry Johnson
San Antonio, TX

Larry is an aircraft salesman for Texas Piper in San
Antonio.

Jerry Anderson
N747RC
Millersburg, OH

Jerry has a new Meridian. He has over 700 hours
and a Private license with an instrument rating. He
is self employed as a contractor.

Ken Parks
Richardson, TX

Ken has been flying a Mooney, but is looking into
moving up to a Malibu. By the time you read this, he
may already be an owner. He holds a Commercial
license with SEL and Instrument ratings.

John Hayes
N13JC
Tucson, AZ

John is a Optical Engineer and is the owner of Hayes
Consulting Services. He has a Mirage and holds a
Commercial license with SEL Mel and Instrument
ratings.

Paul Thionville
N4168N
New Orleans, LA

Paul was a member before, moved to a TBM700
and is now back with us as a Malibu owner.
Welcome back Paul ! He is a Private pilot with and
instrument rating and over 3400 hours.

Rick Wooden
N135CC
San Jose, CA

Rick has a Mirage and holds an instrument rating
with over 1540 hours total time.

Joe Meyerhoff
Baltimore, MD

Joe is a Private pilot with over 500 hours and an
instrument rating.

Kasper Larsen
Frederiksberg, Denmark

Kasper currently owns another make aircraft,
OY-CDS. He holds PPL (private & conv to Malibu
Meridian by SimCom. He is a Sales Director at
Airborne a/s.

Paul Manuel
Nevada City, CA

Paul lists his occupation as Controller at Manuel
Bros. Inc. He holds a Private license with over
200 hours.

Jason Vargo
C-GGMC
Ft McMurray, Alberta

Jason has a Mirage and holds Commercial Multi
Engine, Instrument ratings. He is an Auto Dealer
(Alberta Motor Products Ltd).

Dan Wheeler
N24WW
Marshfield, WI

Dan has a Malibu and holds a Private license
with an instrument rating. He has Wheelers GM
in Marshfield.

Tadek Osipowicz
Bethesda, MD

Takek is President of VPT, Inc in Bethesda. He holds
a Private license and has over 250 hours.

A. D. Holt
N423JT
Valdosta, GA

Mr. Holt has a JetProp conversion. He is a rancher
in Valdosta GA. He has over 3800 hours and holds
a Private license with an instrument rating.

Tony Mayer
Denver, CO

Tony is looking for a Mirage and probably has
bought one by now. Welcome to the Association
Tony !

Scott Dick
Cincinnati, OH

Scott is a Real Estate Developer. He has over 1400
hours and holds an instrument rating.

Ronald Nelson
N92849
Pasadena, CA

Ronald is Chief Operating Officer of DreamWorks
LLC. He owns a Mirage and has over 650 hours and
holds a Private license with an instrument rating.

Billy Forbess
N213JP
Lexington, KY

Billy is a Dentist with Assoc. Family Dental. He has
over 1900 hours and holds SEL and Instrument
ratings. He owns a Mirage.

Jerry Dernbach
N1005B
Billings, MT

Mike Miller
N175K
Portage, MI

Sloan Kritser
Colorado Springs, CO

E. Ashton Poole
N954SB
New York, NY

Jerry is Chairman/CEO of Cardio-Med Associates-II.
He has a Malibu, and has over 1250 hours, holding
MEL and Instrument ratings.

Sloan owns Kritser Investments. He has a
Commercial license and SEL and Instrument
ratings.

William Frank
N72HC
Port Aransas, TX

William has a Mirage. He didn’t list an occupation
or ratings information, so I guess we will just say
“Welcome to MMOPA !”.

Fred Triece III
Steamboat Springs, CO

Fred’s company is Triece Corporation in Steamboat
Springs Colorado.

Lawrence Reed
N9167M
St. Louis, MO

Lawrence owns a 310 Malibu and has over 600
hours. His occupation is Commercial Real Estate.

William Brody
Baltimore, MD

William has over 300 hours and holds SEL, MEL and
instrument ratings.

Klaus Tepper
DEKJK
Frankfurt, Germany

Klaus has over 1750 hours and holds PPL and IFR
ratings. He has a 310 Malibu.

Thomas Bissmeyer
N92811
Littleton, CO

Thomas has a Mirage and lists his occupation as
Natural Gas.

Bob Cairncross
N228LL
San Diego, CA

Bob has over 5900 hours and holds a Commercial
license with ME and Instrument ratings. He is a
Realtor/Developer.

Bradford von Weise
N234DZ
Carlisle, MA

Bradford is in Real Estate. He has a Mirage and has
over 1000 hours. He holds a Private license with
an instrument rating.

Mike’s company does Oil and Gas exploration. He
owns a Mirage and has over 2100 hours with SEL,
MEL and Instrument ratings.

Ashton is an Investment Banker in New York. He
has a Mirage and over 900 hours with SEL and
Instrument ratings.

William Wood
Birmingham, AL

William is a Physician/Flight Instructor. He has over
1500 hours and holds a Commercial license with
MEL and Instrument ratings.

John Davis
N629BC
Alliance, OH

John owns Buckeye Packaging in Alliance Ohio.
He owns a Mirage and holds a Private license with
an instrument rating.

Thomas Legg
Coldwater, MI

Thomas is an Attorney/Land Developer. He has over
800 hours and holds SEL and SES ratings.

Todd Naber
Melfort, SK, Canada

Todd is Owner/Gen Mgr of Naber Seed & Grain
Co. He has over 700 hours and holds a Private
license.

Alan Adler
N92819
Bakersfield, CA

Alan is the Corporate President at ABA Energy
Corporation. He has over 900 hours and holds a
Private License with SEL and an Instrument rating.

Kevin A. Tucker
N403HP
San Diego, CA

Kevin is a Real Estate Developer. He has a Mirage
and holds MEL, SEL and Instrument ratings.

William Baker
N23LH
Versailles, KY

William is a Veterinarian. He has a Mirage and
has over 5500 hours, holding SEL and Instrument
ratings.

Dennis Doyle
Aircraft Acquisitions
Healdsburg, CA

Dennis occupation is Aircraft Sales. He has over
5000 hours and holds a Commercial license with
MEL, SEL and instrument ratings.
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VK Aircraft

VK Aircraft

Plastech Corp

Spoiler Ad
printer has film

Pik*West ad
printer has film

Eclipse 1/2 pg ad
printer has film

Modern Aero 1/2 pg ad
printer has film

MDS AD - 4c

MDS AD - 4c

Lester Kyle ad
printer has film

AvQuest Insurance 1/2 pg ad
printer has film

MMOPA Classifieds
Malibu PA46 Instruments for Sale or
Exchange:

599-585 Dual Analog Module / 599-588
Dual Analog Module / 1300350 Temp
Control / 689-900 CHT Scanner / 602-258
VAC/CHT Indicator / 602-211 Fuel Flow
TIT Indicator / 602-212 Oil Temp / Press
Indicator / 602-210 RPM Indicator / 475212 Flap Motor. All units tagged and ready
to go at great prices! Call Hunter Aviation
1-904-677-4844 ext 10.

Hanger Home for Sale:

Executive 2 story pool home,
Mediterranean Style with a tile roof,
custom built. Magnificent kitchen for two
chefs. 3-4-5 bedrooms, two firplaces,
guest suite, media room, office, hugh
pantry, 3 car garage and the fully airconditioned HANGAR will accommodate
a Piper Malibu. $835,000.00 For additional
information, contact Spruce Creek Fly-In
Realty 800-932-4437

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in

America’s Premier Fly-in Community.
4,000' paved lighted runway, paved
taxiways, full service FBO, golf and tennis
Country Club, 24 hour security, 15 minutes
from Daytona Beach International Airport
and the Ocean. Pilots Serving Pilots. Pat
and Lenny Ohlsson, Spruce Creek Fly-in
Realty. Website: www.fly-in.com. 800-9324437. Evening 904-761-8804.

When proficiency and
safety matter . . .
MERIDIAN
REFRESHER/SUPPLEMENTAL
TR

AI WES
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N TC
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TU DUC
TT TE

DLX JETPROP
APPROVED TRAINING

TURBOPROP AND PISTON, Malibu/Mirage
initial , refresher and supplemental courses . . . the best training at sensible prices

JOHN MARIANI
DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

AVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Post Office Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 32961

CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9731
E-MAIL: AVIATION_TRAINING@COMPUSERVE.COM
WEBSITE: AVIATIONTRAININGATM.COM

RON COX
PRESIDENT

Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent PA 46 training

D

Expect your registration
package in early July.

Mark your calendars now for
the best convention yet.

Signature
Combs
4c

Advertising Rates . . .
Display Rates

Full Page Black & White $ 275.00
Full Color $ 1,325.00
Half Page Black & White $ 175.00
Full Color $ 875.00
2 page spread Black & White $ 550.00
2 page spread Full Color $ 1,975.00
2 page center spread Full Color $ 2,120.00
Inside Front Cover Full Color
Inside Back Cover Full Color

$ 1,450.00
$ 1,450.00

Back Cover Full Color Only $1,825.00
Guaranteed ad placement - Display rate plus 20%

Training Update...
The following facilities offer initial and/or
recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage
Aviation Training Management
Vero Beach, Florida
(561) 778-7815
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Eclipse International, Inc.

Classified Rates

The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.
Minimum Classified ad rate per insertion $ 45.00
Minimum ad length is up to 45 words.
Ads over 45 words are billed at $1.00 per word.
Full payment must accompany your advertisement.

For Advertising Placement,
Ad Specifications
and Scheduling
Contact
Victoria Marasco • MDS
(512) 306-1988 • Fax (512) 263-3200

Send all ad materials to the Publisher:
MDS Creative Studio
809 N. Cuernavaca Dr.
Austin, TX 78733
Publisher reserves the right to
refuse or withdraw advertising.

St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial and Refresher
with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or
Customer’s Location

Lester Kyle’s Aircraft Training
Vero Beach, Florida
(561) 562-5438

Initial and Refresher
Training on request

Flight Safety International
Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037

Initial and Recurrent
Training

SimCom Training Centers
Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-749-3226
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Advertising Insertion Fees are required
prior to production of publication.
Electronic files only.
Overall magazine size is
8-3/8" x 10-7/8".

Events Calendar . . .
11th Annual Convention - October 3-6, 2001
Grove Park Inn in Asheville, North Carolina

Helpline . . .
316-728-8634

FPO

FPO

